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ABSTRACT 

New Zealand's existing folrest estate and land suitable for 
new afforestation are described. Forest developnzent alterna- 
tives are d i s c~~ssed  in terms of possible eventual steady state 
yields and the times taken to reach them. Attention i s  drawn 
to  the fact that even if n o  more new exotic afforestation is 
prescribed, annual exotic roundwood uemouals could rise to 
a steady 17.6 million m3/yecrr, about twice the current rate, 
~vitlzin 15 years from now. 

The consequences of following current forestry management 
intenlion in New Zealand are described in terms of changes 
in stocked exotic forest area; changes in the rates of exotic 
and indigenous roundwood removals; changes in  the rates o/ 
new planting, restocking, tending, utilisation thinning and 
clearfellinq; changes in  the log quality, species, and the geo- 
graphic distribution of roundwood removals; changes in  the 
type of logging system and forest ownership associated with 
future roundwood removals; and changes in  the mean age o f  
clearfelling and volume removed per hectare. Forest attrition 
effects are briefly discussed. 

I t  is concluded that from about 1990 onwards a great up- 
surge of activity in  the forestry sector can be expected which 
will largely be aimed at export markets. 

STRUCTURE OF EXISTING FOREST ESTATE AND 
AVAILABILITY OF LAND SUITABLE FOR NEW 

AFFORESTATION 

Land 
Figure 1 shows how New Zealand's total land area is broken 

down into indigenous forest land, exotic fo'rest land, land 
suitable for new exotic afforestation, and other land. 

Estimates of land areas suitable for new afforestation in 
different planning districts are given in Fig. 2. Unavoidably. 
these estimates are somewhat arbitrary, but they have bem 
made in the light of the following coasideratioas. The land is 
judged suitable for commercial exotic forestry, which means 
that the soil, climate, present cover, location, accessibility 
and size of individual units have been taken into account. In 
most cases the land considered suitable is undeveloped or 
reverting scrub land or unstable agriculture country like 

* New Zealand Forest Service, Private Bag, Wellington 
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TOTAL LAND AREA EQUALS 26.9 million ha 

AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER LAND (18.4 mllllon ha) 

(6.2 million ha) EXOTIC FORESTS 

(0.6 million ha) 

F I G  1 : Land classification 1976. 

some of the pastoral Poverty Bay hinterl'uld. For otbvims 
reasons, national parks, biological reserves, scenic reserves, 
and indigenous forest areas are not considered suitable for 
exotic afforestation. 

Present Iizdigenou~ Forest Structure 
There are about 6.2 million hectares of indigenous forest 

in New Zealand. Deducting protection, logged and/or in- 
accessible forests, some 1 million hectares could be considered 
merchantable. However, most of these 1 million hectares arc 
unavailable because they are locatcd in national parks and 
other reserves. Because the reservation process is still pro- 
ceeding actively, and there are still uncertainties about the 
economics o~f extracting, processing and marketing solme 
species, the final area of merchantable iizdigenous forest re- 
maining is pootrly defined, but is thought to be of the order 011 
only 35 000 ha. Table 5 includes an outline of current manage- 
ment plans to extract indigenous logs, brtsed on conservancb 
cstimstes. If certain technical awl marketing problems are 
satisfactorily resolved, more beech logs may be produced by 
Nelson, Westland and Southland conservancies. 
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F I G  2:  Planning district portions of the esfimafed 1.7 million hectares 
suitable for new afforestation as at 31 March 1976. 

Present Exotic Forest Structure 
Table 1 indicates the species, compo~sition, ownership, loca- 

tion and age class distribution of the productive exotic forest 
area as at 31.3.76. The total exotic forest area referred to in 
these figures is 636 000 ha, solme 3% less than the actual total 
productive exotic forest area as at 31.3.76. This 3% shortfall 
is accounted for by non-homogeneous exotic stands such as 
badly wind-damaged blocks or  mixed species compartments 
which are not readily categorised. By 31.3.78 the national total 
productive stocked exotic forest area had risen to 741 000 ha. 

FOREST DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 

As suggested by Allison (1978), the normal forest* concept is 
one way off comparing a particular state of forest develop- 

* A normal forest is taken to be a forest in an idealised condition such 
that all age classes are present and of equal area, and all grow accord- 
ing to the same yield curve. The normal forest yields a sustained annual 
flow of wood. 
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ment with another. The degree of forest development can be 
quantified by calculating its eventual steady state yield (sup- 
posing normality was the object of management) and how long 
it takes to achieve that state. It is worth while contrasting 
the present state of exotic forestry in New Zealand with the 
idealised nolrmal condition. This is clearly shown by Table 1, 
which outlines the marked imbalance in the number of trees 
contained in each age class. Most New Zealand forests are far 
from "normal". 

Because of the preponderance of trees that are 1 to 10 years 
old, the eventual sustainable level of roundwood removals 
per annum is expected lo be substantially greater than the 
current annual cut even if no further new planting is carried 
out. It is important to estimate the magnitude of this sus- 

TABLE 1: NET PRODUCTIVE STOCKED EXOTIC FOREST AREA 
AS AT 31.3.76 

BY SPECIES (000 ha) BY OWNERSHIP (000 ha) 

Radiata pine 525 Forest Service 373 
Dwglas fir 43 Big private companies 184 
Other species 68 Small private owners 63 

Other Government 
departments and 
local bodies 16 

Conservancy Planning (000 ha)Age in years (000 ha) 
llistrict as at 31.3.76 

Auckland Northland 
.4uckland 

Rotorua Kotorua 
Gisborne 

Wellington Hawke's Bay 
1 1 1  Taranaki 

Wellington 
Wairarapa 

Nelson Mnrlborough 
North Nelson 
South Nelson 

Westland Westland 
Canterbury Canterbury 
Southland Otago 

Southland 
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tainable level and when it is likely to be attained, because it is 
a measure of the current achievement in forestry development. 

Further development depends largely on further new plant- 
ing. 

Consequences of Stopping New Planting after 31.3.81 
A decision now to stop buying land far new planting and to 

run down nurseries providing stock fofr new planting wwld 
effectively mean a cessation olf new planting by about 31.3.81. 

If this was done and the annual level of exotic roundwood 
removals was held colnstant at the current level of 8.5 million 
m3/year, a normal exotic forest estate, based on a 30-year tree 
life span, could be attained by 1993. The steady state yield 
woluld then be 17.6 million m3/year. 

Each conservancy would behave in a different manner, the 
steady state condition being attained at different times. Table 
2 outlines this. 

I Consequences of Continued Afforestation 

An important point that has been emphasised is the fact 
that even if no1 more new exotic afforestation is prescribed, 
annual roundwood removals can be expected to rise within 
15 years from now to1 a steady state which is about twice the 
current level. 

Cessation of new planting is not the current intention of 
the forestry sector, however. Recently a major investigation 
was carried out to1 determine what new planting rates were 
intended and to model the consequences olf the strategies that 
are implicit in current silvictural regimes, management plans 
and other guides that indicate the present intent of foirestry 
concerns. This model, which is called the "Continuation 
Scenario", is described in detail later, but at this stage it is 
worth while discussing the consequences of thc assumed new 
planting rates in terms of the changes in total stocked area and 
increases in the associated eventual steady state yields. This 
is dolne in Table 3. 

Generally, management intention is to continue new &ores- 
tation at about the current level until suitable and available 
land runs orltt. This land will run out at different times in 
different regions, with the overall result of a slowly declin- 
ing national new planting rate. 

I t  is important to appreciate that the steady state yields 
described in Table 3 are eventual yields. Because the age class 
distribution is usually unbalanced to start with, it would take 
several years after a given total stocked area is attained far 
the steady state yield to be attained. 



rABLE 2: STATISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH A STRATEGY OF STOPPING ALL EXOTIC NEW PLANTING 
AFTER 31.3.81, AIMING FOR 30-YEAR TREE LIFE SPANS AND AIMING FOR A STEADY STATE ANNUAL 

YIELD OF-ROUNDWOOD 
w 

Conservancy Area (000 ha) Mean Annual Roundwood Dute that Steady $ 
Net Procluctive Mean Annual Net Productive Removals (in inillions m3) State Yield and 
Forest Area us Net Gain in Forest Area as Yield bejore Steady Tree Life Spans 
nt 31.3.76 Productive at 31.3.81 Steady State State are Attained 

Forest Arkd~ is Attained Yield 

/\uckland 86.3 10.70 139.8 0.82 2.86 1900 
Rotorua 330.4 15.25 406.6 6.03 8.33 1991 
Wellington 67.7 7.07 103.0 0.57 2.1 1 1993 
Nelson 69.8 5.56 97.6 0.52 2 .OO 1991 ?- 
Canterbury- N 
Westland 30.8 1.83 40.0 0.16 0.82 1987 - 
Southland 51.5 4.40 73.5 0.40 1 S O  1991 o 
Totals 636.5 44.81 860.5 8.50 17.62 c 

P - P 
r 

TABLE 3: CURRENTLY INTENDED NEW EXOTIC PLANTING PLAN AND ASSOCIATED INCREASE IN 
EVENTUAL STEADY STATE LEVEL OF ROL'NDWOOD REMOVALS FROM NEW ZEALAND ?1 

197.580 1981-85 1986-90 199185 19% 00 2W1-05 2016-10 201 1-15* 2 
P 

Intended new exotic % 
afforestation (000 ha15 years') 224 210 190 153 144 I14 90 7 5 4 
Total productive ? 
forest area (000 ha) 
at end of 5-year period 860 1070 1260 1413 1557 1671 1761 1836 
Eventual steady state 
yield (million 
m3/year) associated with 
the total productive 
forest area at the 
end of the 5-year 
period? 17.6 21.9 25.8 28.9 31.9 34.3 36.1 37.6 

" After year 2015, about 500000 ha of land will still be available and suitable for exotic new afforestation. 
t Assumes 30-year tree life spans. 
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THE CONTINUATION SCENARIO 

Introduction 

Tables 4 and 5 summarise the results of the continuation 
of current management intention scenario, at the same time 
putting it into perspective with past area and yield changes. 
A boom in exotic aflorestation occurred in the late 1920s and 
early 1930s. This resulted from an awareness that the indigen- 
ous sawlog material being used by the domestic market was 
fast running out, an appreciation of a potential export market 
for forest products (particularly paper), good forward plan- 
ning, and an investment boom followed by the need to find use- 
ful work for the unemployed men of the great depression. 
Over the next 20 years, partly because of the war, very little 
was planted, but during the late 1960s and early 1970s another 
bmm in new planting occurred. This was stimulated by new 
industries which had flourished by processing wood which 
had risen from the depression plantings. It was also stimu- 
lated by good revenues being received for pine logs sold on 
export markets. 

TABLE 4: ESTIMATED GROWTH O F  TOTAL STOCKED AREA OF 
PRODUCTIVE EXOTIC FOREST FOR CONTINUATION SCENARIO 

Year 000 ha Year 000 ha 

TABLE 5: ESTIMATED AVERAGE ROUNDWOOD REMOVALS FOR 
CONTINUATION SCENARIO 

-- -- 

Mdlion m3/yeilr Million mr;yenr 
Period Indigenous Exotic Totnl Period lndigeno~ls Exotic Total 
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Until plantings of the 1960s and 1970s boom start to reach 
financial maturity (i.e., ages 25 to 30), increases in roundwood 
removals are likely to be insignificant. Fo~resters have aimed at 
spinning out the crops planted before about 1960, most of it 
being planted before World War 2, to give a more or less con- 
stant level of yield per annum from now until about 1990. If 
national roundwood removals were boosted during any one 
year in the next decade, it would either have to be paid for 
by a concomitant drop in roundwood removals before 1990 
or  by cutting into financially immature crops. 

However, from about 1990 onwards a surge in the availa- 
bility of roundwood supply is expected, and by the year 2015 
roundwood removals probaibly will be near the eventually 
attainable steady state level associated with the area of the 
exotic forest estate at that time. 

Expected Planting Rate Changes 

New planting reduces as land runs out, but the oiverall 
planting rate (i.e., new planting plus restocking) only declines 
before 1991 and then increases again to a level of 70 000 ha/year 
(see Table 6). The change in restocking is a reflection of clear- 
felling operations the year before. 

Expected Tending Rate Changes 

The aim of pruning and thinning tu waste (the two opera- 
tions together are termed tending) is to minimise the detri- 
mental effects of bark-encased knots, stem malformation and 
pathogens, improving the profitability of the forestry project. 
Currently, the exotic forest estate is pruned and thinned to 
waste according tot a number of strategies which vary ac- 
cording to the constraints of location, terrain, site fertility, 
markets and other factolrs. The strategies themselves are fluid 

TABLE 6: ESTIMATED FUTURE AVERAGE ANNUAL PLANTING 
RATES (000 ha/year) INCLUDED IN CONTINUATION SCENARIO 

Period 
-- 

1976-80 
81-85 
86-90 
91-95 
96-00 

2001-05 
06-10 
11-15 

New Planting Restocking Total Planting 
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because of short-term financial diEiculties and changing ideas, 
but, assuming that current management intentioln is carried 
out, tending rate changes will occur as described in Table 7. 
The shape of the tending histogram largely reflects the plant- 
ing that occurred 5 to 10 years earlier. 

Expected Changes in  Roundwood Removals 
Table 8 shows the expected changes in the average annual 

area for thinning and clearfelling. Expected changes in aver- 
age annual vo~lumes~ of roundwood removals by species, log 
quality, geographic distribution, forest ownership and logging 
system are outlined in Table 10. 

Species c o m p o s i t i o ~  

Tables 8 and 10 show that increasingly radiata pine will 
dolminate exotic forestry in New Zealand. There are dangers 
in this, but the pathological risks appear to be fewer, and cer- 
tainly no wotrse, than with most other tree species. Having re- 

TABLE 7: ESTIMATED FUTURE AVERAGE ANNUAL TENDING 
RATES (000 ha/year) INCLUDED IN THE CONTINUATION 

SCENARIO 
- -- 

Period Pruning Thinning to Waste Total Tending 

TABLE 8: ESTIMATED FUTURE AVERAGE ANNUAL AREAS 
(000 ha) FOR THINNING AND CLEARFELLING INCLUDED IN 

CONTINUATION SCENARIO 
-. - 

Period Thinnings Clearfellings Total 
Radiafa Radiata Douglas Other 

Pine Pine Fir Species 
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gard for ease of establishment, rate osf gro~wth, end use and 
other relevant factors, most forest managers believe that 
radiata pine offers the best potential for industrial forestry, 
provided of course that it is established on suitable sites. 

Log quality 
Two log quality classes have been recognised - big logs 

and small logs. "Big logs" refers to material which is suitable 
for sawing, while "small logs" refers to material which is un- 
suitable folr sawing because of its size or shape or internal 
rot, but which is still recoverable as pulpwood, posts) or poles. 
Where a pulp-log market exists, some of the volume shown 
as big logs may in fact be pulp logs. Some big logs may be 
peeled. 

Changes in the expected yields of big logs and small logs 
per year are outlined on Table 10. 

Pre-1940 plantings were seldom pruned, but most post-1940 
plantings have been (or are intended to be) pruned. Overall, 
about 70% of state forests and 40% of private forests of the 
approp'riate age classes are currently being bottom-log pruned. 
Increasing volumes oi pruned butt logs will be colming out 
of New Zealand forests from 1086 when the unpruned old 
crop cuts out. 

Genetically, planting stock since the war has steadily im 
proved, thanks to tree breeding programmes. As this improve 
ment has also been acccjmpanied by widespread thinning 
(culling) programmes, loggers should have better-form trees 
and more homolgeneolus crops to deal with in the future. 

On the other hand, branches above the pruned butt log 011 
trees in tendcd stands may be significantly larger in diameter 
than they would have been if the stands had not been thinned, 
so logs above the pruned butt log may in future be a littln 
lower in quality. 

TABLE 9: EXPECTED CHANGES IN AVERAGE ANNUAL AGE OF 
TREES AT TIME O F  CLEARFELLING AND AVERAGE YIELD PER 

HECTARE (CONTINUATION SCENARIO) 
-- 

Period Mean Age of Trees Mean Yield for Clear/elling 
at Clearfelling Operations 

pp-ppp-pp - - 
(years) -- (m3 ( r )  /ha)- 

1976-80 48 765 
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TABLE 10: EXPECTED CHANGES IN AVERAGE ANNUAL 
VOLUMES O F  ROUNDWOOD REMOVALS (CONTINUATION 

SCENARIO') 

U y  conservancy 
Auckland 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.8 3.0 5.6 7.0 
Rotorua 6.0 6.2 6.1 7.6 8.2 9.8 14.3 15.3 
Wellington 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.6 3.0 4.2 5.2 5.4 
Nelson 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.1 2.1 3.4 3.9 4.2 
Westland 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 
Canterbury 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.8 
Southland 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.4 2.5 3.3 3.4 

Total 8.6 8.9 9.2 12.4 17.5 24.1 33.4 36.4 

IJy ownership 
Forest 
Service 5.1 5.2 5.0 6.2 10.0 13.0 18.0 19.5 
Other 
owncrs 3.5 3.7 4.2 6.2 7.5 11.7 15.4 16.9 

Total 8.6 8.9 3.2 12.4 17.5 21.1 33.4 36.4 

B y  logging systems 
Cable 
logging 1.5 1.9 2.3 3.6 5.8 8.7 13.4 16.0 
Tractor 
logging 7.1 7.0 6.9 8.8 11.7 15.4 20.0 20.0 

- - - -- -- -- - -- 

Removed by 
thinning 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 
Removed by 
clearfelling 8.0 8.1 8.6 11.8 16.9 23.4 32.7 35.8 

Total 8.6 8.9 9.2 12.4 17.5 24.1 33.4 36.4 

By species 
Radiata 
pine 
Douglas 
fir 
Othcr 
species 

Total 

By log yunlity 
Big logs 
Small logs 

Total 8.6 8.9 9.2 12.4 17.5 24.1 33.4 36.4 
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Geographical distribution 

Folr the sake of brevity, projection of expected roundwood 
removals by geographical distribution is shown by conservan- 
cies. 

This obscures significant regional changes within conser- 
vancies but is a rough guide to change. Table 10 shows that the 
well-endowed conscrvancies, although losing solmewhat in rela- 
tive tcrins, will continue nonetheless to be well endowed. 

The proportion from Rotorua planning district will fall from 
about two-thirds of the total production to a little over o n e  
third. 

Forest ownership 

Changes in forest ownership which would resdt  from cur- 
rent management intention being followed are also outlined in 
Table 10. 

Average age of clearfelling and average recoverable volume of 
wood per hectare 

Table 9 shows how the average age of clearfelling drops 
steadily until 1991. Because oC the early liquidation of many 
unthrifty minor species stands, and as a consequence the in 
creasing proportion of old crop radiata pine in the area of 
forest clearfelled, the average yield/ha actually rises to 821 
m3(r)/ha-year by about 1985, but then rapidly plummets and 
tables out at around 650 m3(r)/ha-year. This correlates with a 
concomitant drop in the average tree size harvested. In 
Kaingaroa Forest, for example, mean d.b.h. is expected to 
drop from around 63 to 43 cm within the 5-year period 
1986-90, a very important consideration for olfficers concerned 
with the replacing of wood harvesting and processing 
machinery. 

The tending regimes now being applied to the young crop 
will have the effect of countering this age-associated piece 
size decline a little. 

Forest Attrition 

For simplicity, all estimates of changes in stocked forest 
area, and all annual roundwood removals from 1976 onwards, 
have ignored forest attrition caused by the usual time lag be- 
tween clearfelling and restocking. Stock losses due to frost, 
disease, fire, windthro'w, future roiadline construction, and 
other factors have also been ignored. Because the estimates 
of stocked area changes so far discussed have not taken forest 
attrition into account, they are overestimates. They probably 
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overestimate total stocked area by between 7 and 14% of the 
new planting rate at any given time. This percentage is 
dynamic because, as the folrest resource increases, motre an- 
nual attrition occurs, and because the new planting rate itself 
changes with time. 

While it is certain that the estimates of stocked area changes 
are overestimates, it is uncertain whether the associated 
roundwood removal levels are overestimates also. Often 
vo~lume can be recovered from stands killed by pathogens or 
accidents, and the yield estimates so f a r  discussed have not al- 
lowed for changes in factors like tree breeding, fertilising, site 
cultivation, and the harvesting of stumps and branches which, 
taken together, could boost volume markedly. 

CONCLUSION 

For the year ended 31 March 1978, 9.3 million m3 of wood, 
including indigenous material, was removed from the forests 
of New Zealand: 3.9 million m3 of solid woad equivalent of 
this was consumed within New Zealand as sawn timber, posts, 
poles, panel and paper products; 4.1 million m3 of solid wood 
equivalent of products including pulp were exported; and 1.3 
millioln m3 of residues were burnt (in the greater part for fuel) 
or dumped to waste. 

A great upsurge of activity in the forestry sector can be 
expected from about 1990 onwards. Unless there is a massive 
increase in the domestic demand for forest products, this 
zctivity will be aimed at export markets. 
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